
vPREALPHA 
Erotic Descent Guy presents:	

Lavender:  
Tea & Tarot 

You are the proprietor and sole employee of a humble teashop far off the beaten path. A very humble 
teashop. You went in with a friend, more of an acquaintance, really, on this enterprise, and when the going 
got tough your acquaintance got going, leaving you holding the bag. The storefront you rent has a few 
apartments above it, one of which you also rent. You manage to scrape just enough money together to 
cover your expenses each month. It’s probably not the life you intended to lead, but it’s not so bad, really. 
The apartment is cozy, the days are easy, but you can’t help but wonder if there isn’t more out there for 
you. 
 
Then, one day, a late tea shipment finally arrives. You get a portion of your supply from a small, traditional 
Indian firm operating out of an obscure Indian port; it’s not too uncommon for this sort of thing to happen. 
Still, it’s late, even for them. The crate is scorched on one side. Was there a fire? You open the crate to find 
that your order is slightly incorrect. Most of the tea you ordered is present, as well as a few varieties you 
didn’t. There’s also something else. A rude cloth package, bound up with rough twine. A red stain is 
spattered across the cloth. Blood? 
 
The package contains two things. The first is a deck of cards, bound with twine similar to the twine that 
bound the package. The reverse of the cards is a symmetric design involving thrones and eyes and gaping 
mouths, picked out in gold on top of a black and purple background. The faces of the cards depict figures 
portrayed in an angular, stained-glass style. No two are quite alike. A strange kind of tarot deck? 
 
The other item in the package is a bundle of strange, ancient-seeming parchment pages, bound together 
with three thick tarnished bronze rings. It’s like no book you’ve ever heard of. It’s written in some dialect 
of Sanskrit. Running your shop has granted you some facility with the languages of your suppliers, so you 
can read it with some difficulty. The book’s contents are a rambling scrawl of recipes for tea blends both 
mundane and bizarre, odd diagrams and sigils, and circuitous discussion of and mystical paeans to some 
kind of entity referred to as the “Generous Patron of Desire”, or at least, your closest translation of the 
reference. The book seems to have no reason to its structure, interrupting a spiritualistic discourse with a 
list of recipes, and the resuming on the former topic with radically changed character. Further ramblings 
adorn the margins of the pages if there are any. It’s made all the harder to read thanks to the author’s 
handwriting, loaded as it is with repetitive errors. 
 
You find yourself reading the whole book through. Who is this Patron? Why was the writer so devoted to 
it? And who in their right mind would drink tea infused with the ash of burnt pig’s blood? A creeping sense 
that something’s missing builds in the back of your mind as you approach the end… You read the book 
again trying to find the missing piece that you know is there. It’s only after you’ve read through the second 
time that you realize, the errors aren’t errors. They’re a code, telling you how to rearrange the characters to 
find information buried within the text. You read through yet again, scribbling translations and notes 
furiously as you proceed. The ramblings start to make sense. The recipes hold power. You reveal a manual 
to use the cards for prognostication and other practical effects.  
 
You’ve pulled a crate out of place in your storeroom, a makeshift table to practice with the cards in utmost 
privacy. You glance at where the crate sat, and notice an irregularity in the wooden floor. You pry it up 
with a bar… a hidden passage! It leads to an old speakeasy, long abandoned, still in good condition. The 
speakeasy itself has a hidden door to a disused part of the city’s sewers. You neglect to inform the 
authorities. It would only lead to trouble for yourself.  
 
You overhear news concerning the night sky and the motions of planets and stars. You travel out of the city 
several times to see it for yourself. The book describes a time when a rogue star would appear in the 
heavens. It would interrupt a certain astrological conjunction; portending a time of opportunity and change, 
peaking at the moment of the conjunction itself when one’s dearest wishes could be satisfied. That time is 
approaching quickly; you have precious little time to prepare. 
 
You share what you’ve discovered with friends and acquaintances, with strangers on the street. Most look 
at the book and your scribblings and shake their heads. Some laugh, or call you mad. But a few, a very few, 
they see what you see. They come to believe as you believe.  
 



Your group repurposes the speakeasy as a headquarters of a sort, explores the sewers so that they may 
come and go without attracting attention. Funds are pooled. Supplies are laid in. Your new order is ready. If 
so few are willing to seize the opportunity laid out in the book, in the Grimoire, then they will have no part 
of the glories and pleasures to come. Your followers anoint you the grandmaster of your order. They 
believe implicitly in the vision you’ve laid out, and are prepared to help you achieve it. The stars will align, 
and soon all will change for you and your followers. May your Generous Patron be praised.  
 
Rules 
To play this game, you require dice (1d6, 1d20, 1d100) and some manner of keeping record of currently 
held resources, assets, and actors. Spreadsheet software will do; some paper, a handful of index cards and a 
pencil are recommended. Play consists of two phases: The Event Cycle Phase, and the Execution Phase. 
The Even Cycle is the primary sources of resources and provides opportunity to Ready Actions. The 
Execution Phase resolves any Readied Actions and creates, modifies, or expends assets and actors. 
 
Resources 
The three primary resources in this game are the generic Resources, special Assets, and significant Actors. 
The six kinds of generic Resources are as follows: 
 
Manpower(m): A combination of idle hands and looming opportunity, this does not represent how many 
members your order maintains at any given time but the ability to apply whatever numbers you have 
toward effective ends. Events or Actions that require labor of some kind require Manpower to be spent, 
while rest, recruitment, or stoking the fervor of your cultists grants more Manpower.  
 
Wealth(w): Cash, credit, sacks of valuables or simply favors owed by wealthy individuals; when items 
need purchasing, services need compensation, or loyalties need buying, Wealth needs to be spent. Gaining 
Wealth is simply a matter of providing others with what they desire. 
 
Goods(g): Maintaining a secret mystical organization requires more than mere money. The headquarters 
needs maintaining, incenses need to be obtained, the inhuman creatures you bring forth need feeding… and 
you have a tea shop to consider. Goods are expended as projects and time take their toll, and can be 
restocked whenever the opportunity to purchase or pilfer presents itself.  
 
Captives(c): Not all who live under the sway of your order are necessarily members of the sect. Whether 
taken captive and held within your lair or simply imprisoned in a cage of blackmail and watching eyes, 
your order can call on the expendable resources these individuals represent. Their lack of loyalty makes 
them of little use for sensitive tasks, but when simple labor or sacrifice is called for even these unfortunates 
may prove valuable.  
 
Suspicion(s): The least desirable ‘resource’, Suspicion represents the disquiet your order’s actions attract 
from those around you, and the mounting evidence of regrettably necessary deeds that society would 
punish if tied to your group. Accruing Suspicion is unavoidable, but it can be deflected or discharged 
through charity, subterfuge, and trickery.  
 
Treasures(t): Ancient relics of great power, forbidden tomes of unspeakable knowledge, and stockpiles of 
unnatural but potent materials, treasures are the most valuable and flexible resource. In addition to certain 
mystical purposes only they may serve, the sheer supernatural power these rarities possess allows them to 
cover for the lack of more mundane resources in a pinch. What is necessary is never wasteful. 
 
Actions and Events that require Resources cannot be performed unless the required Resources are spent in 
the required quantities. Treasure Resources are unique in that they may be spent as if they were any other 
kind of resource. Keep track of how many of each kind you possess with a spreadsheet or piles of tokens.  
 
Assets are unique items, holdings, favors, or other factors that deserve special mention and provide unique 
opportunities. Keep these in a separate list. Each Asset has a name and numerical value in the following 
format: Asset: Name(#). Assets can be gained, modified, or lost through Actions. If an asset is referenced 
without a numerical value, assume the value is 1. If an asset you hold is reduced to zero or less, simply 
remove it from a list. If you are instructed to consult or increase the value of an asset you do not possess, 
assume you possess the asset with a value of zero.  
 
Actors are unique individuals of particular note within your order. Each one is recorded on an individual 
card. When created, each card should be given a header consisting of an ID and a Type. The ID may be a 
name, a title, or simply a number. Regardless, it should be a unique identifier to distinguish it from other 
actors. Type may be either ‘Chosen’ or ‘Thrall’. Chosen and Thralls are acquired in different ways, and are 
useful for different things. Actors may possess Qualities which, like Assets, have a name and numerical 



value. In addition to the name and value, some Qualities have additional features. A quality with a dagger 
mark (†) can only be gained by a Chosen. A Quality with a section mark (§) signifies special ‘blessed’ 
status used for significant checks. Some Qualities are followed by underlined text that signifies additional 
rules granted by that quality. The format for Qualities varies, but its most complicated form is as follows: 
Quality: †§Name(#): Rule Text. Qualities are otherwise treated as Assets. 
 
Events and Actions 
Events are short-lived opportunities or pressing issues that face your order over time. The often take the 
form of a simple choice, such whether and how your group should take advantage of on opportunity, or 
how best to mitigate the damage of a catastrophe. Some Events have the potential to end the game early in 
a loss of some kind. 
 
Actions are prepared and directed efforts to accomplish specific goals. Actions come in several types: 
Brews, Initiatives, and Rituals. When you offered an opportunity to Ready an Action, it will specify the 
type of Action you may Ready. Each type of action is contained in its own list for easy consultation. When 
a player Readies an Action, they consult the appropriate list, choose an action they satisfy the requirements 
for, create a card for the Action, assign any Primary Actors necessary, assign any Secondary Actors 
desired, and commit as many resources as they please. Note how many resources of each kind are 
committed on the Action card itself, or if tokens are being used, place them beside the Action card. The 
Action card contains the action’s name on it as well as any Resources committed to the action, and is laid 
on the table. It remains there as long as it remains readied, serving as a reminder and assisting in 
bookkeeping. Additional Resources and Actors may not be committed or assigned after the action is 
Readied outside of the effects of other Actions and Actors. 
 
Events and Actions both possess one or more options listed beneath them, some with requirements or 
additional costs. Some Events and Actions demand a die be rolled or a score be calculated, instructions will 
be given with each Event or Action. One, and only one, option must be chosen when an Event or an Action 
is Resolved. The symbol preceding the option affects how it is approached. An option preceded by an 
arrow (è) will always have requirements. If those requirements are met, you must take that choice 
regardless of whether you have the ability to take any other options. If an option has multiple arrows, they 
are consulted in order, with earlier options overriding later options. Options preceded by a broken diamond 
(v) represent different courses of actions that can be taken, provided any arrow options did not trigger first. 
If a diamond option has requirements and/or a cost, you cannot take that option if you cannot satisfy either. 
Finally, options preceded by a box (n) can only be taken if no other option can be taken, whether you meet 
no other requirements, or there are no other options to choose form. 
 
Assigning and Tapping Actors 
Some Actions demand that a Primary Actor or Secondary Actors be assigned as part of the requirements. 
An Actor meeting the listed requirements, if any, is Assigned to an action by placing the Actor’s card on 
top the Acton’s card on the table, such that the action’s name can still be seen. An Actor cannot be 
Assigned to more than one action. Actors assigned as Secondary Actors, or assigned to other Actors thanks 
to an effect, are placed behind the Actor or Action in question. It should always be clear what the Action is, 
and which Actor is the Primary Actor. 
 
Actors may gain Qualities that allow them to be “Tapped” to activate some ability. If Tapped, turn the 
Actor’s card 45 degrees to indicate it has been Tapped. An Actor cannot be Tapped again until it has been 
Untapped by some means. Being Tapped does not interfere with Assignments in any way. All Actors are 
Untapped at the start of the Event Cycle.  
 
Event Cycle Phase 
The Event Cycle is characterized by randomized opportunities. These opportunities may increase or 
decrease the number of resources you possess, present you with opportunities to Ready different kinds of 
Actions, or progress the game to the Execution Phase. There are two primary stages: the Dire Portents 
Checklist, and the Event Table. Each Round of the Event Cycle, you must run through the Checklist, in 
order, before you may roll for an event. If you satisfy the conditions for an Event on the Dire Portents 
Checklist, you must roll the die to see if it triggers. If you successfully trigger a Dire Portent Event, you 
must immediately resolve that Event, but if you successfully resolve the Event you may proceed 
immediately to the Event Table without consulting the remainder of the Dire Portents Checklist. When an 
event is selected on the Event Table, you must immediately consult the appropriate Event in the Events List 
for resolution. 
 
Execution Phase 



The Execution Phase is simply when all Readied Actions are finally resolved. They may be resolved in any 
order the player pleases. A player may also elect to discard an Action without resolving it, returning the 
Actor to the player’s pool. If an Action’s requirements are made impossible to satisfy by the results of an 
earlier Action or other effect, it is simply discarded. When a player executes an Action, the cost must be 
paid from resources committed to the Action card. If a player chooses an option with a cost, the player must 
pay for the option from resources committed to the card, not from the player’s hand. All actions must be 
resolved or discarded by the end of the Execution Phase, unless expressly permitted by the Action itself, 
another Action, or another effect. Any resources on an Action card after it is resolved or discarded are not 
returned to the player’s hand; they are lost. Any Actors assigned to Actions are returned to the player’s 
pool. Any Actors assigned to other Actors are returned to the player’s pool at the end of the Execution 
Phase 
 
Setup 
Begin with 2 Wealth, 2 Manpower, and 2 Goods. Create a Chosen card with unique ID, Quality: 
Grandmaster and either Quality: Male or Quality: Female. If you lose this card, you lose the game.  
 

  



✖Events✖  
this card, you lose the game.  
 
 

  



✜Initiatives✜  
 
Criminal 
 
✜Infiltrate the Custodians of Law✜  
Cost: 1m 
Requirement: Assign a Primary Actor  
Primary Actor: Does NOT have Quality: Inhuman 
 
It is inevitable that your order will eventually attract the wrong kind of attention. The Conjunction 
approaches, and haste trumps caution. Still, action can be taken to help your order avert the impending 
consequences of your deeds. Organizing a concerted effort to place members and catspaws of your order in 
places where they may forestall or sabotage efforts to impede the Great Work. Such maneuvering is in itself 
inherently suspicious, but difficulties such as these must be addressed if the Great Work is to succeed. 
 
n  A privilege, and a responsibility - Create a new Chosen card, with a unique ID. Give it either Quality: 
Male or Quality: Female 

  



✪Rituals✪  
 
Ascension 
 
✪Anoint the Blessed Acolyte✪  
Cost: 1m, 1w, 1g 
 
The Great Work requires exceptional individuals if it is to succeed. Some are chosen because they are 
already exceptional. Some are chosen so that they may become exceptional. Whatever they are to become, 
leader or tool, those chosen must be consecrated to their purpose and their Patron. A ritual cleansing 
followed by the sanctifying anointment with a specific blend of oils and herbs is all the ceremony required. 
The Chosen are entitled to certain luxuries associated with their station, such as impressive garb and 
quality amenities, which must be set aside for their use. 
 
n  A privilege, and a responsibility - Create a new Chosen card, with a unique ID. Give it either Quality: 
Male or Quality: Female 
 
✪Conscript the Worthy Captive✪  
Cost: 1g, 1c 
 
It may come to your attention that amongst the unenlightened herd, one in particular is worthier than the 
rest. This individual may have been indicated by a spread of the cards, or may fit into your evolving plans. 
Perhaps they simply appeal to your libido. Regardless, they have been chosen to serve a higher purpose. 
They need to be moved to your lair if they’re not already there, and ritually cleansed and dedicated to the 
service of the Generous Patron. Food, and appropriate garb needs also be set aside for their use. As a 
Thrall, their may live a comfortable life, but under the strict supervision of your order.  
 
n  All will serve in their ordained roles - Create a new Thrall card, with a unique ID. Give it either 
Quality: Male or Quality: Female 
 
Transfiguration 
 
✪Invert the Gendered Essence✪  
Cost: 1m 
Requirement: Assign a Primary Actor  
Primary Actor: No requirements. 
 
Philosophers and sages have noted the obvious truth that men and women are dissimilar, but go on to 
postulate that these differences are complementary on a fundamental level. Male and female. Hill and 
Valley. Yin and Yang. The Grimoire echo these ideas, and further detail how one may be shifted into the 
other. Materially, all that is required is chalk for the diagram, candles for the critical intersections, and a 
source of thick smoke to obscure the mysteries. A ring of kneeling celebrants to chant the relevant passages 
during the two-day duration of the transformation represent a considerable investment of man-hours as 
participants change shifts. When the smoke finally clears, the focus of the ritual is revealed to have become 
a member of the opposite sex, as if they had always been so.  
 
v  The Inversion is complete - Replace the Primary Actor’s gender Quality with either Quality: Male or 
Quality: Female. 
 
v  Less an Inversion than a Superposition (Cost: 1g) - Materials with greater ritual significance are 
expensive, but lend the power to imbue the subject with both essences. Variations on the diagram allow for 
variations on the end result, but in any case the subject becomes a perfect blend of both sexes. Replace the 
Primary Actor’s gender Quality with Quality: Hermaphrodite 
 
✪Scribe the Poetry of Form✪  
Cost: 1m, Asset: Purifying Brew(1) 
Requirement: Assign a Primary Actor  
Primary Actor: Quality: Alluring valued at 2 or less 
 
In many mediums, artists note that they do not create beauty but instead merely reveal the beauty hidden 
from the world. As it so happens, flesh is one of those mediums. The subject of the rite must fast for 72 



hours before the ritual begins, drinking only water and specific blends of tea at specific times, meditating 
on passages transcribed from the Grimoire. At the appointed hour, the now-delirious subject is lead 
unclothed to the ritual space. Other participants then begin to mold the flesh of the subject. They will find 
the subject’s flesh deforms like wax if shaped in certain directions, but as resistant as ever if forced in 
others. Under their ministrations, the subject will slowly approach the ideal of beauty, both theirs and as 
seen by your order’s Generous Patron. This serves to grant an unmistakably erotic cast to their features… 
but all too soon, the subject rises from their fugue, and their features set into their new, more perfect 
arrangement. Are they yet complete? 
 
è  Ready a mirror! (Primary Actor: Quality: Alluring(1 or less)) - Primary Actor increases Quality: 
Alluring by 1 
 
n  Take off the Mask. (Primary Actor: Quality: Alluring(2)) - The subject’s features are already sublime, 
their very body reshaped to the ideal… Where can they go from here? Their flesh does not respond as it did 
before… it peels away at the touch of the shapers, crumbling to ash. Beneath the old flesh lies their true 
face, their true form, beauty beyond compare, almost inhuman in its utter perfection. Finally, the subject is 
complete. Primary Actor increases Quality: Alluring by 1. Primary Actor gains Quality: §Divine Visage. 
Primary Actor increases Quality: Inhuman by 1. 
 
✪Steep the Soul in the Flesh✪  
Cost: 1m, 1t, Asset: Lavender(1) 
Requirement: Asset: Fragment of a Liche’s Journal, Assign a Primary Actor, Primary Actor or a 
Secondary Actor must possess Quality: Grandmaster 
Primary Actor: No other requirements. 
 
Immortality has beckoned to Man throughout the ages. Many have answered the call, in a variety of ways. 
Some steal the years from others, some procure new bodies through blasphemous science, some bind their 
essence to their body so tightly it cannot escape. You possess a fragment of the journal of one who took the 
third course. Much of the author’s experimentation into the nature of mortality is missing, as is much of the 
practical application of that research. Only the crown jewel remains, the process by which the life force is 
bound to the body permanently. Taking no outside power, and left beholden to no master, the Liche’s path 
ends in a withered husk. You know your Patron is generous, though, and take the offered power to bind the 
soul to a body that will be forever young and vibrant. So what if the subject is filled with a nigh-insatiable 
libido following the rite? Such is what draws followers to the Patron as it is… 
 
v  Few gifts finer than life eternal. - Primary Actor gains Quality: §Endless 
 
✪Invoke the Chimera Rubric✪  
Cost: 1m, Asset: Animalistic Infusion(1) 
Requirement: Assign a Primary Actor  
Primary Actor: Quality: Animal Traits(2 or less) 
 
As celebrants of the Generous Patron shape their desires, their desires shape them. When the limits of the 
human form impede further realization of fantasy, the Patron offers a way to surpass even biology. With a 
preparation of the proper essence at hand and a brief sacrament of thanks, the recipient of this blessing 
swallows the brew and allows the essence with in to merge with their own. This transformation can prove 
agonizing, and the participants of the sacraments remain on hand in order to help the recipient keep 
control in the throes of change. When the alteration ceases, the recipient has developed certain features of 
their chosen creature. Different ears, a new tail… sometimes, they the blessed grow claws or horns! Are 
they more than human, or have they become something lesser in their rush to realize their fantasies? 
 
è  All gifts of the Patron are joyfully accepted (Primary Actor does NOT possess Quality: Animal 
Traits) - Primary Actor gains Quality: Animal Traits: Replace this Rules Text with an appropriate 
description, if desired. Primary Actor increases Quality: Inhuman by 1. 
 
è  The Patron inflames desires even as they are satiated (Primary Actor: Quality: Animal Traits(1)) - 
Primary Actor increases Quality: Animal Traits by 1. The text may be amended with additional traits. 
Primary Actor increases Quality: Inhuman by 1. 
 
n  The Rubric is satisfied (Primary Actor: Quality: Animal Traits(2)) - Surely, they must have known. 
They must have realized that as they consumed more essence, it began to affect their mind as well as their 
body, displaying behavior archetypical of the creatures they emulate. And yet, they persist. The third 
infusion makes the recipient a primal avatar, incorporatingphysical traits of creatures beyond those of the 



infusions, but removing their ability to act completely human. How this manifests depends on the 
personality of the recipient. They may become the ur-alpha, demanding all recognize their primacy, they 
may become a docile, loving pet, they may become a vain object of worship, or some other archetype 
entirely.  Primary Actor increases Quality: Animal Traits by 1. The text may be amended with additional 
traits. Primary Actor gains Quality: §Chimera Idol. Primary Actor increases Quality: Inhuman by 2. 
 
✪Forge the Tyrian Warder✪  
Cost: 1m, 1w, 1g 
Requirement: Asset: Damascene Needles, Assign a Primary Actor  
Primary Actor: Quality: Hermaphrodite, Quality: Grandmaster less than 1 
 
The Grimoire speak of the Generous Patron in two terms. In the Crimson aspect, the Patron seems hungry 
and warlike, but the Lavender aspect is not without a harder side. You have derived a mathematical 
formula from the whorls on the surface of the Damascene Needles, and combined what you’ve learned with 
a conjectural digression from the Grimoire. You can make a soldier fit to serve Lavender. 
 
The inks are simple enough to mix, but the leather will require exacting measurements and careful 
preparation. Both will be made permanent parts of the subject, after all. Tattooing the subject with the 
smoky wisps described by the formula may prove difficult if the subject proves unwilling, but as their skin 
fades to a purple-tinted grey they will also grow more docile. When the tattoos are complete, then you must 
garb them. If properly treated, the leather should be soft and supple as living flesh, for it soon shall be 
again. Boots and gloves, of course. It’s best that the latter be fingerless for better tactile sensation. Then, 
the hood. It must conform exactly to the shape of the subject’s head. A gap may be left for a ponytail or 
mohawk, but the remainder of the scalp must be shorn. The hood must also cover the eyes, so the subject 
may develop a new, superior sense. The nipples, and the latter quarter of the penis, must also be covered 
with this leather, and secured with some manner of piercing. Chant the paean of the Harem’s Warder while 
burning incense scents the air. The leather will fuse with the flesh of the subject, and the subject will 
forevermore become a Tyrian Warder.  
 
The Warder cannot see, but she is far more aware than any mortal. The Warder need not rest, for she must 
be ever watchful. The Warder’s flesh is soft to the caress, but stronger than iron if struck with malice. The 
Warder speaks not save to answer questions, but she does mewl and moan deliciously when called to serve 
in less martial capacities. Warders are too unimaginative to perform delicate tasks, though, and too… 
exotic, to be seen by the unenlightened. More than adequate to protect your lair. 
 
n  Send the Warder to her post - Primary Actor changes type to Thrall. Primary Actor gains Quality: 
Anointed: This Thrall may possess, but not gain, Chosen-exclusive Qualities. Primary Actor gains Quality: 
Tyrian Warder: This Actor may be Tapped to provide 1 free Manpower. This Manpower must be used in an 
Event or Action with a violent context.   
 
Mythos 
 
###Add voices to the Choir### 
 
✪Ignite the Ruach Eye✪  
Cost: 2t, Asset: Lavender(1) 
Requirement: Assign a Primary Actor  
Primary Actor: Does NOT have Quality: §Conduit 
 
The Grimoire teaches that the Generous Patron of Desire has access to realms of existence beyond those 
humans can interact with, perceive, or even comprehend. This higher ability to understand and manipulate 
the universe is a primary contributor to the Patron’s power to influence and affect change on lower planes 
of reality, such as our mortal world. While mere humans cannot hope to achieve the might of the Patron, 
perhaps the first step can be achieved by becoming something… more.  Through the prodigious sacrifice of 
relics of arcane power, a brief flare of power can be created in all planes of existence. With the blessing of 
the patron, the enactor of this exercise can not only perceive this flare for what it is, but can seize it, 
making it the nucleus of an ongoing connection to the cosmic power of the higher planes. Thereafter, the 
recipient of this blessing displays several minor paranormal abilities, related to the nature of the items 
sacrificed and influenced by the Patron’s predilections. More importantly, the recipient is an open conduit 
for cosmic power, obviating the need for throngs of celebrants to call down power through lengthy rituals  
 
n  Praise, praise, the Torchbearer! - Primary Actor gains Quality: §Conduit: This Actor may be tapped to 
commit one free Manpower to any Ritual Action it is assigned to. 



 
 
✪Hasten the Rogue Seed✪  
Cost: 1m 
Requirement: Assign a Primary Actor  
Primary Actor: Quality: Grandmaster 
 
The rogue star that will bring the conjunction to its sorcerous climax is no normal star, or course. Neither 
star nor planet nor misshapen shard of rock, astronomers cannot see it for what it truly is for they cannot 
accept what they see through their telescopes. You need no telescope to know its true nature, your Grimoire 
discusses it at length. Steeped as it is in the power of your Generous Patron, this wanderer will respond to 
an earthly beckoning to hasten to preordained place in the conjunction.  
 
v  Our Patron is pleased with our enthusiasm - 
v Show the depth of our devotion (Cost: +1t) - 


